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SafeLok™ FAQs 

1. What are SafeLok tubes? 

SafeLok tubes are advanced thermal desorption (TD) tubes from Markes International. They offer all the advantages 
of Markes’ world-leading range of standard TD tubes – see below – but contain patented ‘diffusion-locking’ 
technology at each end. This stops sample escaping and prevents contamination.  

SafeLok tubes are used for pumped (active) air sampling and help preserve the integrity of clean tubes and collected 
samples – from field monitoring right through to lab analysis. 

2. Why should I use SafeLok tubes? 

Ease of use and reliability:  

Air and gas monitoring invariably involves considerable time and cost. It is therefore important that tube samples are 
not compromised at any stage – whether during sample collection or transport and storage of samples prior to 
analysis. International standard methods recommend thermal desorption tubes are sealed with screw-fitting, long-
term storage caps before and after sampling. These long-term caps are convenient to use with the proper tools*, but 
can be fitted incorrectly by inexperienced users thus compromising sample integrity. The diffusion locking inserts 
inside either end of SafeLok tubes provide inbuilt protection against this problem, making them much more tolerant 
of badly fitted screw-caps and allowing the use of simple push-on caps in many circumstances. 

Enhanced data confidence: 

SafeLok tubes are also ideal for quantitative monitoring of low level atmospheres by preventing any ingress of 
laboratory air when samples are received in the laboratory and prepared for analysis. When sampled tubes are 
received from the field, they invariably need to have the storage caps replaced by analytical caps before TD–GC(MS) 
analysis. Standard tubes have an air space at either end and introduction of one ml of air from a busy urban 
laboratory during the uncapping and recapping process can seriously compromise the results for trace level samples. 
SafeLok tubes completely overcome this problem 

Operator safety: 

SafeLok tubes minimise the risk of dangerous contaminants escaping from toxic samples before analysis.  

Versatility: 

SafeLok tubes prevent diffusive ingress allowing sampling at much lower flow rates and for much longer periods than 
standard tubes. SafeLok tubes are therefore ideal for key environmental applications such as monitoring 2-week 
time-weighted average levels of airborne priority pollutants and studying the long-term impact of fugitive industrial 
emissions on neighbouring communities.  

3. How do SafeLok tubes work? 

SafeLok tubes are specially machined stainless or coated steel thermal desorption tubes, permanently fitted with 
patented diffusion-locking inserts at both ends – either side of the sorbent bed. These inserts create a long, narrow 
helical path from the inside of the tube to the outside, effectively eliminating diffusion in and out of the tube, but 
allowing gas to flow unimpeded when pressure or vacuum is applied. Diffusive ingress is reduced by a factor of at 
least 500 relative to standard tubes or to roughly 2 mL/day if no cap is fitted at all.  

 

Regular and inert-coated stainless steel SafeLok tubes, with 
(bottom) an unfitted diffusion-locking insert. 
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4. Will SafeLok tubes work with my pump? 

SafeLok tubes are compatible with most commercial air monitoring pumps including Markes’ convenient hand-
operated Easy-VOC™ grab-sampler and the exceptional, battery-powered ACTI-VOC™ personal monitoring pump, 
designed specifically to provide constant flow operation for thermal desorption tubes. SafeLok tubes typically operate 
across a flow rate range of 2–150 mL/min depending on the type of pump. For information on compatibility of 
SafeLok tubes with specific pumps, please contact enquiries@markes.com. 

5. What sorbent types can be used with SafeLok tubes? 

SafeLok tubes, are packed with the same mixes of sorbents and with the same sorbent bed lengths and masses as 
standard stainless steel or coated steel thermal desorption tubes. This makes it easy to upgrade your pumped 
monitoring methods to SafeLok tubes. 

6. Can SafeLok tubes be analysed in the same way as normal tubes? 

Yes. Switching to SafeLok tubes is easy because they have the same dimensions as standard tubes (3½″ long × ¼″ 
o.d.), meaning the same analytical conditions can be used as for standard tubes packed with the same sorbents. 
This applies to TD instruments from Markes as well as those from other suppliers. 

7. Are SafeLok tubes compliant with standard methods? 

Yes, SafeLok tubes are fully compliant with key national and international methods for pumped sampling, for 
example ISO 16017, ISO 16000-6, EN 14662-1, US EPA Method TO-17, ASTM D6196 and MDHS 72. All data on 
retention volumes and safe sampling volumes published for standard TD tubes in these methods can be applied to 
SafeLok tubes. 

8. Are SafeLok tubes re-usable? 

Yes, SafeLok tubes can be re-used in the same way as standard tubes with a typical lifetime of 100–200 thermal 
cycles. In practice SafeLok tubes are expected to have an even longer useful life than standard thermal desorption 
tubes because they are much less prone to contamination which in turn minimises the need for tube conditioning, 
Please note that the diffusion-locking inserts are permanently fitted, so SafeLok tubes cannot be repacked. 

9. What other options are available with SafeLok tubes? 

Like all Markes’ thermal desorption tubes, SafeLok tubes, are laser-etched with a unique alphanumeric and barcode 
identifier as standard plus an arrow indicating the direction of sampling flow. Markes’ comprehensive range of steel 
tube options is also available for SafeLoks… This includes any combination of inert coating, pre-conditioning, special 
etching or TubeTAG™. Note that glass tubes are not available in SafeLok format. 

10. Who uses SafeLok tubes? 

SafeLok tubes can simply be used instead of standard tubes in any pumped sampling project, ensuring sample 
integrity in a range of challenging circumstances – particularly for trace-level analysis, low-flow sampling or for 
collecting very toxic samples. An example project is the QUAFETY EU collaboration, where SafeLok tubes are being 
used to collect samples from multiple locations to study the quality and safety of fresh-cut packaged fruit and 
vegetables.  

11. Are SafeLok tubes expensive? 

No. SafeLok tubes typically cost around 25% more than their standard, conditioned and capped counterparts , but 
with less need for conditioning, cost per analysis is typically the same over the lifetime of a tube. With extra inbuilt 
sample protection, SafeLok tubes can actually save you money by eliminating any need to repeat a monitoring 
exercise because tubes weren’t properly capped.  
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